*Non-HR System staff accounts are setup to provide access for external examiners, lecturer practitioners, guest lecturers and partner institution staff.
The purpose of this diagram is to show what data is passed to myBU and where it managed.

The key systems are:
- HR System: The staff record system which holds details of all BU employees.
- SITS: The students record system which holds details of all students, curriculum and enrolments.
- DX: The Data Exchange is an intermediate data store used to make data available to range of BU systems.
- VIS: The VLE Information System which manages data passed from other source systems for use in myBU.
- myBU: The university VLE, accessed by staff and students for delivery and support of learning and teaching.

Staff data (HR System)
- Any new staff records or adjustments to existing records are passed directly to myBU via the DX and VIS on a daily basis.

Student records system data (SITS)
- Any student that has a live enrolment in SITS is automatically granted access to login into myBU. SITS student data can take up to 45 minutes to update in myBU (30 mins to DX + 15 mins to VIS).
- Any live unit data is passed to VIS where it can be published to myBU by a VIS user. SITS unit data can take up to 45 minutes (30 mins to DX + 15 mins to VIS) to be available in VIS for publishing or update in myBU if the unit is already published.
- Any live student enrolment data in SITS is automatically updated in myBU where the unit has been published from VIS.

Unit publishing
- Any unit set to be enabled in VIS will be immediately created and made available in myBU. If student enrolments for the unit exist in SITS and the unit has started then student will also have access in myBU.
- Any staff member that have been assigned Instructor of Teaching Assistant permissions for a unit in VIS will have immediate access to the unit in myBU.

Non-HR System staff
- Any non-HR System account created on VIS will be immediately available in myBU.